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5 Ways To Stay
Profitable During
Inflation
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Soaring inflation is becoming part of many retailers’ new norm,
as it hits a record 40-year high. Not to mention, they’re already
dealing with supply chain issues and labor shortages. And with
a possible recession on the horizon, it’s no wonder retailers are at
the edge of their seats.
This past March, inflation reached its highest level of nearly 8.5
percent. And recently, Financial Times reported that the Financial
Reserve “increased interest rates by 0.75 percentage points – the
most in almost three decades.”

For retailers, transportation and warehousing
costs have skyrocketed over the past year,
with the price of storage services up 17.4%
and ocean freight up 29%. Raw material costs
are also up 44% across commodity classes.
Wage costs also rose as retailers doubled down on attracting and
retaining enough employees to keep their stores open. PYMNTS
reports: “average hourly earnings gained 30 basis points month over
month and are up more than 5% year on year.”
And finally, with higher prices passed on to consumers, retailers are
seeing an impact on spending at the checkout. “Consumer spending
slumped in May, up just 0.2% - the smallest monthly increase this
year,” according to Retail Brew.
What does this add up to for retailers? They’re confronted with
changes in consumer spending on top of high operating costs.

So read on to uncover creative ways to keep sales up, your
overheads low, and your business on track for revenue growth.
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Keep up with customer
demand and control
your labor costs
It’s 2 pm on a Saturday and your store is crowded with the afternoon
weekend rush. Your customers need assistance, but there aren’t enough
Sales Associates scheduled to help during this peak period. Before you
know it, customers are leaving the store and sales are slipping away.
As a retailer, this may sound all too familiar. On the flip side, you’ve
probably encountered the struggle of being overstaffed during the
quieter hours — even giants like Walmart have recently fallen short of
their profit targets due, in part, to costly overstaffing.
So, what’s the best way to keep up with customer demand and
maximize sales — while preventing overstaffing and overspending on
labor? Trek Bikes has found great success with demand forecasting
software, which is able to predict ideal staffing for their stores based
on multiple inputs like sales per hour, foot traffic, and weather.
Lance Stillwaugh, owner of Thornton and Hidden Lakes Ace Hardware,
told us that he’s been able to plan his staffing more efficiently and
reduce his labor cost percentage by 10% YOY. The key? Scheduling
software that gives them an accurate, real-time view of payroll costs
compared to sales as they schedule — and makes it simple to adjust
staffing up or down.

“The two things that eat up cash are payroll and inventory. And we
definitely want to make sure that we have the right people on schedule to
help the customers. But then we don’t want to spend a lot of money and
waste a lot of labor when it’s not necessary,” Lance says.
“By monitoring your payroll as a percentage of sales by day, by week, and
track it monthly, by the end of the year, you know where you’re going to
end up, and it’s not a surprise.”
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Rebuild the
customer experience
and incentives
62% of consumers say that “product discounts or freebies would
encourage brand loyalty during times of inflation.” If you’re already
doing this but it’s getting too costly, remember that sometimes less is
more. Consider giving out fewer promotions or ones that would be more
meaningful to your customer base.
If you can’t offer these during inflation, an alternative you can try is
implementing a rewards program. If you already have one, revisit the
perks of your program. Maybe you can add a referral bonus section and
incentivize customers to recommend your brand to friends and family.
If the options above are not possible, consider deepening your
customer relationships in other ways. Have you tried sending out
weekly emails or newsletters? You can use those as opportunities to
further connect with your customers. It can also be a way to give them
early access to know about new items or sales you have coming up.
You can also offer in-store events using different themes to attract more
foot traffic to your storefronts. Provide small samples or allow people to
look deeper into your latest products. Perhaps, you can offer a small
discount for those who attend these events.
Customer engagement trends to know right now:
•
•
•
•

32% of consumers say they’re “likely to engage with in-store
experiential moments”
77% say a brand’s commitment to environmental sustainability
would affect their buying decision
86% are willing to spend more for a fantastic customer experience
91% are more likely to shop with brands who provide relevant,
personalized offers and recommendations
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Automate in-store
operations
With wage costs increasing and a scarcity of staff for hire, retailers
can’t afford to have 2 team members doing admin that could be done
by 1 person — or completely automated.
Take West Salem Ace Hardware, for example, where managing employee
schedules took 2 people 7 hours a week — time that could be spent on
the sales floor helping customers or training staff. They’ve now cut that
time down to 20 minutes by picking up scheduling software that can
do most of the work for them.
Although budget could be tight right now, it’s worthwhile investing in
technology that automates those manual processes and ultimately
saves you money. Take a cue from business owner Giro Maurici, who
saved approximately $130,000 across his 52 stores by streamlining
both employee scheduling and team communication.
Optimizing your store operations is also a win for your employees.
They have more time to stay focused on what they do best: quality
customer service and making sales.
Tom Spoke, a Global Director of IT-ERP at Trek Bikes, says that by using
software to simplify timesheets, labor law compliance, and their time off
process, his team’s productivity has increased 30%. With less admin,
“staff are able to be on the floor, help customers, and get product out
the door.”
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Retain staff without
just relying on
financial incentives
The US Bureau of Labor Statistics recently reported that “the average
hourly wages increased by 5.1% between February 2021 and February
2022 - the most in over a decade.” While one powerful way to retain
staff is to increase wages, not all retailers can afford to do so — and
research shows that employees are looking for incentives beyond just
the financial.
In fact, 51% of shift workers shared that one of the main perks they
want is job flexibility. Some employers have already been embracing
this. “Expanding on the pandemic-era employee demand for flexibility,
employers have offered employees more say on where they work and
when they work,” according to the Washington Post.
So what’s the best way to provide your employees with the flexible work
hours they want? Consider a mobile-friendly app where they can claim
the shifts they want, swap shifts with qualified peers, or request time off
on any device.
Michael Saldana, a Retail Operations and Communication Manager at
UNTUCKit, says that adopting a scheduling app and giving teams that
flexibility has dramatically improved the employee experience.
“Staff have enjoyed a tech-forward platform. They’re able to download
an app and get their schedule or swap shifts directly on their phone…
We had staff feeling more engaged right off the bat,” says Michael.
Other factors employees care deeply about according to our survey:
•

Opportunities for personal development

•

A focus on employee wellbeing

•

Company commitment to diversity, equity, and inclusion
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Be strategic
with pricing
Note that increasing prices across all your products is not going to be
your strongest strategy during inflation. In fact, you’ll likely hurt
customer relationships. Instead, you’ll want to be thoughtful about price
increases based on consumer trends and product segments.
To start, understand what your customers are currently willing to pay.
Then, tailor promotions based on those behaviors. Keep in mind that
not all your products will hold the same value from one customer to the
next. You can test different prices and consumer reactions using data
tools or analyzing your competition.
You can also add more price options by adding more variety to your
merchandise, so you can offer diverse pricing. If you offer products from
private or exclusive brands, customers may likely be more open to
paying higher prices.
If you’re able to source inventory locally, consider negotiating prices
with your vendor. If you can get your supplies at a lower cost, you’ll be
able to have more runway with pricing. Home Depot took a similar
approach and revealed it saw significant growth over the past year.
They were continuously working with their suppliers to keep costs as
low as possible for their customers.
Lastly, don’t hesitate to compare rates between different vendors for the
same products to score a better deal — or try to negotiate a favorable
discount for early payments.
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Remain resilient
The bottom line is that the retail industry is facing uncertain
economic times — costs are high and consumer spending habits will
continue to evolve. But there are strategies and technology you can
rely on to stay resilient through these wavering times.
It’s all about optimizing your store operations, being efficient with
labor costs, reinforcing relationships with your customers, and
threading the needle with your pricing.
Stay focused on responding to these challenges and turning them
into opportunities to make your business even stronger. And in time,
you’ll find it easier to navigate inflation and protect your bottom line.
Need support weathering the inflation storm?
Learn how Deputy can help.
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